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Abstract— Today’s public Internet is the world’s best transport
network. It has matured into a network that bring us global
connectivity with massive and increasing scale, and with price
declines of 20-30% per year. Its evolution has been largely
organic, as a collection of Internet Service Providers
interconnected via fiber and arms-length agreements called
peering and transit agreements. While these interconnections
provide basic connectivity, routing between them does not take
network performance into account. As a result, end-to-end
performance is often unreliable with no recourse for its users.
The Internet is also an untrusted network in need of security and
privacy. While today’s end-users require access to perhaps a few
hundred of destinations, the public Internet provides access to
end-user machines from billions of endpoints across the globe.
This mismatch, along with many other factors, has made the
public Internet a haven for cyber criminals, nation-state
sponsored attackers, and other malevolent actors. We need an
Internet that is protected by default.

Figure 1 - The mycorrhizal association brings nutrients to the
plant across the entire root instead of just the root tip3.

Without the mycorrhizal association, trees would only
receive water and nutrients from their root tips. With the
mycorrhizal association water and nutrients permeate the
entire root. These trees grow with increased vigor, with
better flowering and fruiting, and the trees are more resilient
to environmental conditions (insect attacks, drought and
temperature extremes for example). About 95% of all plants
on the planet benefit from this symbiosis that links trees
together in a single massive network.

This white paper describes an “Internet blockchain,” an
ecosystem and platform composed of open-source software that
optimizes and encrypts Internet traffic using modern encryption
libraries, encrypted relays, supported by a blockchain-based
distributed ledger. Collectively, these technologies provide a
secure network foundation and sharing economy over-the-top of
the existing public Internet service. This white paper applies the
recently released Syntropy tokenomics paper, and current market
prices, to business cases for various forms of participation in the
Syntropy ecosystem. Specifically, three categories of participation
are examined: operating an encrypted Relay, operating a
Validator, or participating as a user and Nominator.

Over years, this symbiosis helps the forest grow in such a
way as to help regulate shade and air flow across the entire
forest ecosystem, providing both trees and the fungi with an
ideal growth environment: a cool and moist climate.

PREFACE: A LESSON FROM NATURE…
For hundreds of millions of years, the symbiotic relationship
between trees in the forest and the mycorrhizal fungi1 that
grow aside the trees’ roots have enabled a sustainable and
balanced forest ecosystem. The fungi gathers nutrients in the
soil and holds water next to the roots, and in return the trees
shares up to a third of its spare capacity of carbon and sugars
into the network of fungi connecting to other trees in the
forest2 as shown in Figure 1.

In a similar way, the Internet itself has grown organically.
The great oaks of the Internet sprouted from customer
revenue in a nurturing environment, and the Internet forest
today has grown organically into a diverse ecosystem. The
Internet provides connectivity between independent regional
internets, coupled with shortest path routing, blind to
network performance and under constant cyber attacks. The
Internet can be enhanced by the addition of software and
protocols that facilitate
• a secure network path (protected from parasites),
• a balanced ecosystem (self-sustaining, facilitating
growth, better performance) for a mutual accretive
value for all in the Internet forest.

1

Pronounced my·cor·rhi·za – these short videos describe its symbiosis:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iboE8UZBgkM
and
https://mycorrhizae.com/how-it-works
2
“Called the Internet of the forest” in Intelligent Trees, 2016
documentary.
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Image Source: Backyard Gardener, University of Arizona Cooperative
Extention,
https://cals.arizona.edu/yavapai/anr/hort/byg/archive/mycorrhizaeinthelands
cape.html
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This paper explores a user-centric sharing economy, created
with the addition of a thin software veneer over the public
Internet that enables a distributed encrypted relay system
owned by no one, and used by everyone.
1.

FROM AN INTERNET PERSPECTIVE

There is an incentive mismatch across the public Internet;
network providers optimize for cost whereas senders of data
optimize to gain market advantage. As a result, Internet
participants connect using different network architectures to
achieve their different goals. While connectedness is
achieved, today’s Internet Transit service model is a besteffort, “throw the data packets over the wall and hope for the
best” service.
Figure 3 - Optimization opportunities over the public Internet 5

The Distributed Autonomous Routing Protocol measures
the network segments between endpoints on the network and
identifies when relaying packets through sharers of
bandwidth (called “Relays”) provides measurably better
performance to the destination device.
DARP is treated as a network management protocol in
that it conforms to the network management axiom:
“Network management applications are different from
other networked applications in that they must work their
best when the network is at its worst.”
To this end, DARP uses a minimalist, single-packet
measurement approach to identify better network paths
across the public Internet. Each node makes one-way latency
measurements to the other nodes in the network. The power
tool here is determinism – every second, either the
measurement packet gets through (proving connectivity), or
the measurement packet does not get through and the path is
reported as failed.

Figure 2 – Default Internet Paths can be enhanced with the
addition of network performance measurements and encrypted
relays.

The result is a network with variability and no ability for
content providers to adjust routing as network conditions
degrade4.
Most popular network routing protocols only route on the
shortest path available, and fail to take into account network
performance experienced over those network paths. Routers
will continue to push traffic over congested and lossy
network links. The end-user pain points manifest as slow
network connections, streaming anomalies such as freeze
frames or garbled audio, and generally as unreliable network
applications.

The payload of each measurement packet is the one-way
latency measurements made to it, so when a packet gets
through, it is loaded with rich measurement data. Since all
nodes receive these measurement packets from members of
their group, all nodes are endowed with the full mesh of
edge-to-edge measurements. Part of the power here is that
even when nodes do not respond, their neighbors may. This
allows networking connectivity instrumentation to function
even in conditions of partial connectivity. In this way, DARP
brings network performance into routing decisions for edge
devices.

The benefit of taking network performance into account
when making routing decisions can be seen in in Figure 3.
Here we see a full matrix of optimization opportunities
measured continuously by the Distributed Autonomous
Routing Protocol (DARP), part of the Syntropy network
stack. The matrix highlights (in shades of green) the better
network paths available via encrypted relays operated by the
Syntropy community members. Empriocally we have found
that the more heterogeneous the underlying networks, the
greater the likelihood of finding a better path through a relay.
Over time, we have seen that as much as 70% of the network
paths can be improved by relaying through intermediaries.

In addition, DARP complements an existing Internet
connection6 with Wireguard7 encryption (now built into
Linux distributions) to create secure tunnels between end
points attached to the public Internet. These tunnels can then
be used like traditional circuits, enabling collections of
devices to be connected together into an encrypted network,
over-the-top of the existing public Internet. Collectively,
these enable the end-user to leverage the wisdom of crowds
to control its own fate and route around congestion measured
on the Internet with a secured mesh network.
5

https://darp.syntropystack.com
Can also be applied to private internetworks as well.
7
https://www.wireguard.com

4

6

Total or near total failure is required for alternative better routes to be
utilized.
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All data packets between end-users are encrypted and routed
along the best path through the network. Relay nodes share
their (encrypted) connection receive credits (tokens) that can
be applied to relay their own traffic through the better
network connection of others when they are available.
Tokens can also be bought and sold on the open market at
coin exchanges.

2. FROM A BLOCKCHAIN PERSPECTIVE
The blockchain brings a wide variety of powerful tools to
bear on a distributed relay system. First, the Internet
blockchain described in this paper enables the tokenization
of relayed traffic. Like solar panels that share into and then
use energy later from the electrical grid, the distributed
ledger can track and store the value of relaying network
traffic in the form of a fungible digital token.

The Internet blockchain overlay enables better end-to-end
performance through the use of relays, and provides
financial recovery for infrastructure providers using tokens
on the blockchain.

A true permission-less decentralized blockchain is
particularly appropriate for this sharing economy because it
enables broad sharing and ensures fairness across the
broadest possible collection of users and sharers without
contractual friction8 typically associated with Internet transit
service offerings.

Leverages Hardened “Substrate” blockchain
The basis of the Internet blockchain is a software stack
called “Syntropy stack” which is an application of the opensource “Substrate11” blockchain framework. The Substrate
framework has been operationally hardened by years of
operations as the basis for the PolkaDot blockchain12. Over
$3B are now staked on the PolkaDot chain13. Only minimal
modifications are required to apply this code base to the
Internet blockchain sharing economy.

Further, a decentralized Internet blockchain brings market
forces to bear on a new type of traffic relay economy.
Underutilized relay nodes may adjust their price in the
market to attract more traffic. Premium network connections
such as the low-latency fiber between the Chicago
Mercantile Exchange and the New York financial district
can be monetized off hours without explicit contracts. Rather
than applying Quality-of-Service bits in packets, critical
network tasks can instead increase their “tip” to obtain the
best possible network relays.

Collectively, the Substrate blockchain framework brings a
robust and modular framework for constructing production
blockchains. The Rust programming language used in
Substrate applications prevents the compilation of code with
common14 memory-based security vulnerabilities for
example. These issues are responsible for about 70% of
Microsoft’s vulnerabilities over the years.

Finally, as Internet transit services have declined from
$1200/Mbps in 1998 down to pennies per Mbps in 20219,
there is an unmet industry need for micro-transactions. Small
purchases of Internet bandwidth today don’t justify a sales
force and billing/settlement10. Blockchain transactions can
be handled down to the millionth of pennies.

The consensus method used secures the blockchain in a
manner that does not require massive compute farms for
mining15. Substrate also brings the notion of “wallets” to
store the value of relayed packets, providing both
authentication and transferable value store. The blockchain
governance module defines how the users of the system
participate in the evolution of the protocols in the system.

How it works. Users create and manage their encrypted
networks without a third party, via interactions with the
blockchain as shown in Figure 4.
.

Much of the value of the system is derived not from the
Internet network itself, but from the value derived from a
provably secure and reliable Internet, controlled by a
distributed ledger on behalf of its users. The system rides on
top of the commodity Internet, leveraging its global scope
and scale, and price declines. The Internet merely provides
only the transport for encrypted tunnels16. The decentralized
blockchain model removes the vulnerabilities associated
11

Read more at the Substrate developer hub: https://Substrate.dev
Staked with over $3 billion staked with a market cap ~$30B in 2021:
https://www.theblockcrypto.com/linked/84526/polkadot-most-popularnetwork-staking-dot-token
13
Source: https://www.stakingrewards.com/
14
Microsoft report shows that 70% of all Microsoft security
vulnerabilities were related to "memory-unsafe" “C” and “C++”
programming
languages:
https://www.zdnet.com/article/microsoft-70percent-of-all-security-bugs-are-memory-safety-issues
15
Syntropy stack uses the more eco-friendly Nominated Proof of Stake
(NPOS) consensus. Bruce Hoskinson (PolkaDot/Cardano) estimates
BitCoin network consumes 116 terawatts of electricity vs their NPOS
system’s 66GW See https://stakingfac.medium.com/what-is-nominatedproof-of-stake-889fc22bef8f for a good description of NPOS.
16
These also provide transport for the blockchain network.
12

Figure 4 - Users and Sharers interact with the system via
blockchain to establish ad hoc encrypted overlay mesh
networks.
8
Instead, “smart contracts” are written in software that gets
automatically executed.
9
The author has tracked the declining transit prices to be about 20-30%
per year.
10
Discussions with sales people in the field indicate that any bandwidth
deal worth less than $500/month is not worth pursuing.
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with centralized control by any single entity17. The
fundamental value of the system is derived from the neutral
and decentralized network foundation that can’t be messed
with.

3. THE BUSINESS CASE FOR OPERATING A RELAY NODE
The easiest and lowest cost relay deployment model is for an
ISP or Content Provider to participate is from locations
where they already have a collocated presence. Here the
incremental cost is simply the cost of the server and support
for the relay.

The recently published Syntropy tokenomics paper18
describes the use of the token in this sharing ecosystem. The
rest of this paper applies these tokenomics as a simplified
business case for each type of ecosystem participant:
•
•

•

To illustrate the economics behind operating a relay node
without a preexisting presence, let’s examine the cost for
deploying a relay node into a populated colocation facility
where we can purchase wholesale Internet Transit in an open
market of Internet Service Providers (ISPs).

Relays that forward packets on behalf of others in
the ecosystem,
Validators that validate the transaction and update
the blockchain on behalf of users and sharers of
bandwidth, and
Nominators that elect which validators perform the
blockchain updates.

Cost. For our relay deployment, assume we leverage
commodity server hardware as our relay, along with a
commodity commercial router, both with 10Gbps NICs, and
amortized over 3 years to $3000/month as shown in Figure
6.

Figure 6 – A New Deployment Relay Cost Model

The cost for a powered half-rack at a carrier-neutral
colocation center can be estimated to be about $1500/month.
In the U.S., experience has shown that just two fiber cross
connects to the two dominant regional Internet Service
Providers can reach 80% of the market within 25ms19. So in
our example deployment we will spend $300 per cross
connect at the core of the regional exchange for $0.50/Mbps
with little or no volume commitments.

Figure 5 – The Internet Blockchain consists of (R)elays for
better network paths with accounting handled by (V)alidators
elected by (N)ominators.

These roles collectively enable the decentralized control of
the shared ecosystem for its users. These roles are not
however mutually exclusive; ecosystem participants may
play multiple roles. For example, Relays may also earn
tokens as Nominators. Edge devices that are unlikely to be
good relays for anyone should participate as Nominators as
an easy way to earn credits to be applied for their own use of
relays.

Notes from the Field… Neutrality in the colocation
industry is important. Neutrality means that the shared data
center is not operated by a competitor. Internet Service
Providers are loathe to pay competitors for anything, and do
not want to enable competitors to be seen as more central or
powerful by the market. In a similar way, the Internet
blockchain must not be operated by a competitor. Instead it
must be operated by and on behalf of the participants in a
neutral way, removing potential business conflicts of interest
among competitors.

Much like the “mother trees” in the forest share with
saplings on the forest floor, relay nodes in the ecosystem
share surplus network capacity with the collective. In the
forest, a single fungus can cover several square miles,
networking and enabling symbiosis across the entire forest.
By sharing, globally deployed relay nodes similarly earn
credits proportional to the benefits derived by the ecosystem.

While we do not know in advance how much of the 10Gbps
capacity will be utilized for relaying traffic, but we are
confident that these commercial deployments into the core

17
Only the endpoints (no third-parties) control encryption/decryption
keys. With a third-party system, if it is compromised, the endpoints are
generally unaware.
18
https://www.syntropynet.com/docs/tokenomics
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It is interesting to note that European deployments require inter
connects with 7-9 dominant ISPs to achieve the same results, reflective of
the broader market competition.
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of the Internet will provide better routes than routes that do
not take into account network performance.

of the Internet. Others may prefer to deploy network kit
dedicated to selling parts of their private network excess
transport capacity to the ecosystem participants.

Revenue. The open marketplace of users and sharers of
bandwidth will ultimately determine the price for relaying
traffic, but for the sake of discussion, let’s assume that the
market values relaying packets over a better network
connection to be worth 2 cents per GB20 relayed.

In the forest, trees not only share nutrients but also emit
molecules and electrical signals through the ground and
scents through the air. When insects eat the leaves, some
trees emit pheromones that attract insect-eating predators
based on the type of the insect saliva encountered! When
insects attack the bark, trees signal through the fungi and the
trees protect themselves with a layer of insect resistant bark.
Thorough this cooperation, the trees protect themselves by
supporting the forest ecosystem as a whole and the resilience
of the entire forest is enhanced23.

Apply the rule of thumb that steady state 1Mbps of traffic
will generate about 327GB per month21, relaying Mbps over
a month will generate 270,756 GBs. At 2 cents per GB, as
shown in Figure 7, we see that this traffic relay revenue
exactly equals our monthly cost. At this “breakeven point”,
Internet traffic costs would be about $414/month, but our
fixed costs remain the same up to the relaying capacity of
the kit.

In a similar way, the Internet blockchain directs network
capacity to where the ecosystem needs it most, enabling
endpoints to bypass areas congested from Internet denial-ofservice attacks or spot events. Future relay software may
mirror this propagation of attack signals along with
automated responses to the type of attack. For now, the
messages are encrypted and the measurements effectively
signal congestion and enable the whole ecosystem to
automatically route around it.
We will next examine the two key roles in the Internet
blockchain: the Validators and Nominators.
4. THE BUSINESS CASE FOR OPERATING A VALIDATOR
Validators in the ecosystem serve an important role; they
validate transactions between users and sharers of
bandwidth, for which they earn a transaction fee.

Figure 7 - Projected Profit Margin derived from Relay
Deployment

To run a Validator and author blocks on the Syntropy
blockchain, operators must deploy a server and meet
technical24, operational25, and administrative26 requirements.
Since traffic is not relayed through the Validator, reputation,
uptime, and the stability of its global Internet connectivity
are key success drivers for Validators. A bare metal server
deployment as shown in Figure 8 from a reliable hosting
provider should be sufficient.

Beyond this break-even point, operating a relay generates
profit, shown in green in Figure 7. Relaying 1Gbps per
month for example generates about $1040 per month, and
5Gbps generates $25,200 per month in our example.
It is important to note that all of this relaying is done
autonomously. These relays are automatically selected and
rewarded when they have the best performance22 so the most
important driver dictating earnings is its network location
and corresponding performance.
There are other deployment strategies as well. For example,
one might alternatively deploy smaller and less expensive
relays at second tier pubic peering locations, leveraging the
heterogeneity of the networks there. With this approach the
premise is that these endpoints may find and participate in
optimization opportunities across a more heterogeneous area

Figure 8 - Simple Bare Metal Validator Deployment

20
Major clouds charge 2-15 cents per GB for egress traffic so this seems
a reasonable assumption for our model.
21
For an approximation of data volume from data transfer speed,
multiply
the
data
transfer
rate
in
Mbps
by
329:
https://www.google.com/search?q=convert+Mbps+to+GB+per+month&rlz
=1C5CHFA_enUS763US763&oq=convert+Mbps+to+GB+per+month&aqs
=chrome..69i57j6.6721j0j15&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
22
Other criteria can used as well to identify “better” network paths,
including things like uptime and soon, carbon footprint from the datacenter
and network deployments.
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plant_to_plant_communication_via_mycorrhi
zal_networks#:~:text=Plants%20communicate%20via%20mycorrhizal%20
networks,inducing%20morphological%20or%20physiological%20changes.
24
Minimum hardware requirements.
25
Uptime, responsiveness, etc.
26
Know Your Customer (KYC) requirements.
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In addition to the hardware deployment, Validators are
required to financially commit or “stake” at least 20,000
tokens and at most 200,000 tokens on behalf of the node27.
These stakes ensure the Validator have skin in the game, as
these tokens may be “burned” or destroyed if the Validator
Node is deemed a bad actor.

$10,000 worth of tokens are required to be staked to become
a Validator.
Let’s assume the token price remains constant through the
28-day holding period. At the end of the holding period,
each Validator “un-stakes” and receives their initial stake
and their proportion of the ~ 205% annualized return. Since
they all staked the same amount in our example, they each
equally share about 17% return for the month, automatically
credited to the Validator’s wallet. Each Validator’s $10,000
stake therefore returns about $1708 per month in tokens.

The Validator Node’s staked tokens are returned at the end
of a 28-day holding period along with their proportion of the
interest as shown in equation:
𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑅𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑙 = 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒 ∗ 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝑦𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒
𝑅𝑂𝐼 =
∗ 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑅𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑙
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒

As the number of Validators rises toward 500, the aggregate
reward decline asymptotically towards the 25% annualized
return, generating about $208/month in tokens. Rewards are
allocated proportionately to the Validator staking as shown
in Figure 10.

As dictated in the tokenomics paper, the interest rate
depends on the number of Validators and the total numbers
of tokens staked.
Validator Slots
50
100
150
200
:
500

Annual Interest Rate
205%
105%
72%
55%
:
25%

Table 1 – Points along the Validator Interest Rate Schedule
(Source: Syntropy tokenomics article)

To illustrate, let’s assume a Validator is among the first of
50 Validators to operate, and each stakes the minimum
20,000 tokens as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 10 - When Validator slots are all filled, interest is
pegged to 25% APR, shared proportionally to the %staked by
each validator.

All of these actions (staking and interest payouts) are
directed by the users and automatically executed by “smart
contracts” on the block chain.
Note well that staking is at-risk capital; when the holding
period is done, the returned tokens may be worth more or
less than when the staking was initially done. Further, there
is a possibility that part or all of the staking may be
“slashed” (forfeited) for misconduct interacting with in the
system29.

Figure 9 - Staked Validator tokens determine proportion of
interest earned by validators.

To illustrate the financial returns in U.S. Dollars, lets assume
a market price for tokens is $0.5028/token. Here we see

28

Using round numbers here for illustration purposes; actual token
prices fluctuate as seen on the public coin exchanges:
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/syntropy
29
Automatic
slashing
example
here:
https://stakingfac.medium.com/postmortem-2020-02-25-edgewarevalidator-outage-645a728dbd2f The Substrate system includes a
“fisherman” role that root out bad behavior in order to earn a portion any
forfeited stake.

27
Available on the open market via coin exchanges; Syntropy tokens for
example are available on Kucoin, Nash and Uniswap exchanges.
The tokenomics paper details the return on investment for Nominators:
https://www.syntropynet.com/docs/tokenomics
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Validators also earn transaction fees for validating
transactions on the blockchain. The expected return from
transaction fees on the blockchain though is dependent on
too many dynamic variables30 to provide an estimate here.
We direct readers to the PolkaDot blockchain for
experiential data on transaction fee earnings.

original $50 stake is returned along with $50 * (82%) *
(28/365)=$3.14 worth of tokens.
If the yields attract the Nominator to stake the maximum of
100,000 tokens per wallet, the cost would be $50,000 under
our assumptions, returning about $3,145 per month.
As the number of tokens staked approaches 15% of the total
token supply (150,000,000 tokens), the yield automatically
declines toward the minimum return of 15% per year.
Continuing our example, the Nominator’s staked 100,000
tokens would return $50,000*(15%)*(28/365)=$575 worth
of additional tokens after the 28-day holding period.

5. THE BUSINESS CASE FOR BEING A NOMINATOR
Nominator Nodes democratizes the Internet blockchain by
ensuring a large and diverse collection of users elect the
validators that author transactions onto blocks on the
blockchain. To this end, any node can participate in the
Nominated Proof of Stake (NPOS) mechanism, with the
“Fair Representation” feature ensures that large staked
validators are not overly represented in the election process.

In addition to the staking rewards, nominators share a
portion of the transaction fees earned by their elected
Validators. As with the Validators example, the expected
share of the Validator transaction fees on the blockchain
though is dependent on too many variables to provide an
estimate here.

In the Syntropy implementation, any device connected to the
system can participate as a Nominator if they “stake” at least
100 tokens and at most 100,000 tokens31 onto Validators
they trust. Just as Validators have skin in the game,
Nominators also have skin in the game; their staked tokens
may be “burned” or destroyed proportionately if their
selected Validator Node(s) turn out to be a bad actor.

6. WHO WINS?
The high-level wins from this Internet sharing economy
include:

Nominator Nodes earn rewards on their staked tokens
backing successful Validator Nodes as shown in Table 2.
Nominator stake rate
2.5%
5.0%
7.5%
10.0%
12.5%
15.0%

End-users. End-users of the ecosystem benefit from an
encrypted secure and reliable Internet connection that can’t
be messed with; only the end-users have the decryption keys
and the distributed ledger that ensures fairness between users
and sharers is immutable. The resulting user-centric Internet
secures their Internet connections and puts the edge devices
in charge of their own Internet routing.

Annual interest rate
82%
42%
28%
22%
18%
15%

Content Providers. There is a more subtle benefit for
content providers; content providers are finally able to
control their outbound Internet routing.

Table 2 - Nominator Interest Rate Schedule (Source: Syntropy
Tokenomics Article)

For decades, content providers have asked for knobs to
better control their egress routing. With the measured
network segments provided by DARP, content providers can
improve the end-user experience by relaying their content
through intermediaries when they provide a better path.
Always using the best path available is valuable, but it is
especially valuable during times of congestion or suboptimal
routing32 where traditionally there has been no recourse for
content providers but to complain to the Internet Service
Providers33. To content providers, customer experience is a
critical driver of revenue, churn, profitability, etc.

Observe that the minimum staking is much lower than the
validators (100 tokens versus 20,000 tokens). This incents a
large number of nominators to serve this role and earn
rewards. Indeed, all token holders in the system can
reasonably take on the role of Nominator Node in addition to
being a user of the system. This allows end-users to earn
tokens and use the capacity of others themselves, even if
they never relay a single packet.
The yields in the Table 2 show the greatest returns for first
2.5% of the 1 billion total tokens, or the first 25,000,000
staked system-wide. These staked tokens share the 82%
return on their staked tokens after the 28-day holding period.

All Internet users. The Internet as a whole performs better
when traffic is diverted away from congested network paths.

To illustrate, let’s assume a Nominator stakes the minimum
100 tokens. If we assume a token price of $0.50, the
minimum stake for nominators is $50. If we assume the
token price remains constant through the 28-day holding
period, the 82% annual return means that after 28 days, the

Relays with good network connections. Relays with highquality low-latency network paths will find their network
32
See “The Internet Peering Playbook: Connecting to the core of the
Internet” for lists of clever manipulations that sends traffic along circuitous
paths for commercial gain.
33
Since the Internet is a best-effort model ISPs typically fall back on the
excuse that they only control their piece of the Internet and end-users got
what they paid for.

30
Variables include transaction size in bytes, a weight fee and optional
tip to prioritize a transaction.
31
Available on the open market via coin exchanges.
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segments automatically used and generating credits by
relaying encrypted data packets for others. While the
earnings for relays can be high, relay nodes are also
scrutinized more carefully by the system34, selected by
reputation scores, operational responsiveness, etc. This
approach aligns the interests of users, content providers and
relay operators.

This system democratizes Internet bandwidth by aligning the
interests of end-users, content providers and relay operators
through an evolving open-source technology stack and a
robust industry-grade blockchain.
For existing network operators with deployed network kit,
the additional cost for deploying relays is minimal and the
incremental return from participation makes deployment
should be a no-brainer.

New Market to Monetize Micro-transactions. The system
enables near frictionless exchange of value between Internetconnected devices. For example, this enables off-hours
monetization of high-performance half-circuits without
deploying foreign hardware and without contractual
overhead.

The path to a critical mass of Validators and Nomintors
leverages the incentives from staking rewards. We describe a
compelling business case for participation in the system as a
Relay, a Validator, or simply as a Nominator, each with
incentives to perpetuate the system to for the benefit of
everyone.

Governments win when more of their Internet using
population is protected by default. End-users that use the
system exclusively are no longer an easy target for cyber
criminals and foreign government engaged in cyber warfare.
By removing the network as the weakest part of networked
applications, sovereign governments can still enable wealth
creation and exercise legitimate control, but only via the host
instead of via the network.

To bring our forest mycorrhizal association metaphor full
circle:
Trees don’t do well when they are by themselves. They blow
over, or they get too much sun, or too much water, or they’re
more at risk of getting a disease. But when they are in a
community and they have neighbors around that protect
them, they are caring for each other. They’re making sure
they are a productive, healthy, vibrant, diverse community of
trees. Families of trees. – Source: “Intelligent Trees, The
Documentary”

7. SUMMARY
The public Internet is the world’s best transport network, but
must be considered an untrusted network, and its routing
does not take network performance into account for
forwarding decisions. Like the mycorrhizal association in
the forest that has evolved over millions of years, an
additional symbiotic layer can be added to enhance growth
and route around congestion. The Internet sharing ecosystem
aligns interests in a way that does not exist today using
incentives to offer better connections and get paid for the
better paths where they are needed the most. Together, the
ecosystem of the Internet blockchain and the public Internet
underlay improve the growth and security of the resulting
secured Internet.
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Wireguard White Paper,
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Rust Ownership and Borrowing, video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lQ7XF6HYGc&ab_channel=DougMilford
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el=Veritasium

MIT Sloan School of Management, Blockchain and Money
on-line course, 2018, https://ocw.mit.edu/courses/sloanschool-of-management/15-s12-blockchain-and-money-fall2018/readings

Network Virtualization: SDN Overlay Solutions:
https://www.linkedin.com/learning/network-virtualizationsdn-overlay-solutions/vpn-overlay-networks
A Little-Known Privacy Battle Is Being Waged Over
Encrypting the Nuts and Bolts of the Internet,
https://www.aclu.org/news/privacy-technology/a-littleknown-privacy-battle-is-being-waged-over-encrypting-thenuts-and-bolts-of-the-internet
NAT-to-NAT VPN with WireGuard,
https://staaldraad.github.io/2017/04/17/nat-to-nat-withwireguard
Introducing Nebula, the open-source global overlay network
from Slack, https://slack.engineering/introducing-nebulathe-open-source-global-overlay-network-from-slack
US Department of Justice International Statement: End-toEnd Encryption and Public Safety,
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/international-statement-endend-encryption-and-public-safety
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